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from whole blood



Introduction

CTCs are caught on a step that criss-crosses the microscope slide sized cassette.

The Parsortix system from ANGLE uses a patented micro-fluidic technology in the form of a disposable cassette to 
capture and then harvest circulating tumour cells (CTCs) from whole blood. The cassette captures CTCs based on 
their less deformable nature and larger size as compared to other blood components. 
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PC-3 cells captured in the  
cassette (immune stained with 
chromogenic marker).  
Source: ANGLE. 

HT29 cells pre-stained with  
CellTracker Green (in-cassette,  
with brightfield). 

 
Source: University of Surrey (Annels/Pandha).

The same HT29 cells pre-stained 
with CellTracker Green  
(in-cassette, viewed using 
fluorescent microscope).

Captured cells can be fixed and stained in the cassette to allow in-cassette identification and enumeration  
or alternatively can be recovered (harvested) to allow external staining and/ or genetic analyses such as qPCR  
or sequencing.  

 
The Parsortix system is CE marked for use as an in vitro diagnostic device in the European Union.
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Capture and harvest process

3 4Cell identification in-cassette
Staining reagents can be pumped through  
the cassette to allow in-cassette  
identification and enumeration of CTCs.

Cell harvest
CTCs can be harvested in <100 µl buffer for 
identification and analysis.
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Blood collection
Up to 20ml whole blood collected in EDTA 
vacutainers.

Cell capture
Whole blood is pumped through the disposable 
cassette. CTCs are captured in the cassette.

Cells fluorescently stained in the cassette

HT29 cell captured and stained  
in-cassette using CK20 (green), 
DAPI (blue). 
Source: University of Surrey  
(Annels/Pandha). 

 

HT29 cells captured and stained 
in-cassette using CK20 (green), 
DAPI (blue). Note: brightfield on 
allowing visualisation of the ‘steps’ 
in the cassette. 
Source: University of Surrey  
(Annels/Pandha).

CTC captured and stained  
in-cassette from colo-rectal cancer 
patient sample. CK20 (green),  
TO-PRO 3 nuclear stain (blue). 
Source: University of Surrey  
(Annels/Pandha). 
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Performance

# PC-3 cells spiked 
into 2ml whole blood

# Experiments Mean # cells  
harvested

Std dev. Mean % harvest

200 8 81 16.7 41%

50 6 29 11.6 58%

10 6 4 2.1 40%

# PC-3 cells spiked 
into 2ml whole blood

# Experiments Mean # cells  
captured

Std dev. Mean % capture

200 8 125 29.9 63%

50 6 40 5.9 80%

10 6 7 1.9 70%

Capture of >60% CTCs in samples processed

Harvest of >40% of CTCs in samples

Up to100,000 fold reduction in leukocytes

Cells harvested for identification and analysis

CTC harvested and stained from 
colo-rectal cancer patient sample. 
CK (orange); DAPI (blue).  
Source: Universitätsklinikums  
Hamburg-Eppendorf (Gorges/Pantel).

qPCR analysis of cell harvest 
to determine presence of KRAS 
mutation.
Source: ANGLE. 

Breast cancer cell line, captured, 
harvested and stained. CK (orange); 
CD45 (red) DAPI (blue).  
Source: Universitätsklinikums  
Hamburg-Eppendorf (Gorges/Pantel).

20 µm

Source: ANGLE. 

Source: ANGLE. 



Benefits

Cell capture does not require the use of antibodies hence allowing for capture of cells 
with weak cell marker expression (such as ovarian, liver and melanoma) as well as 
mesenchymal cells and clusters of cells.

Capture and harvest of CTCs for a wide range of cancers including prostate, breast, lung, 
colo-rectal, renal and ovarian. 

Ability to process up to 20ml of whole blood.

Very simple operation with minimal user intervention required and no pre-processing  
of blood necessary. 

Customisable in-cassette staining protocols using up to six separate reagents.

Harvest of intact CTCs in <100µl, ready for downstream analysis.

Enumeration of CTCs in patient blood samples.1

2 Harvesting of CTCs from patient blood ready for genetic or protein analysis such as

FISH

qPCR

Next generation sequencing

Immuno-histochemistry

Applications



About ANGLE

ANGLE is a publicly listed (AIM: AGL) UK and US based specialist medtech company. 

Prof Ashok Venkitaraman holds the Ursula Zoellner Professorship of Cancer 
Research at the University of Cambridge, and is Director of the Medical Research 
Council’s Cancer Unit and Joint Director of the Medical Research Council 
Hutchison Cancer Research Centre. Ashok is an elected Member of the EMBO 
academy, Heidelberg, and a Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences, London.

Prof Adrian Newland is Professor of Haematology at Barts Health NHS Trust and 
Queen Mary University of London. He is Director of Pathology for the Trust and 
is Clinical Advisor to the North and East London Cancer Commissioning Support 
Unit. Adrian is also currently deputy chair of the national Chemotherapy Clinical 
Reference Group and is chair of the Diagnostics Assessment Programme for the 
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), responsible for appraisal 
of new diagnostics and is a member of the NICE Sifting Group for cancer drugs.

ANGLE has formal research relationships with three leading UK institutions: The Cancer Research UK Manchester 
Institute (within the University of Manchester); University of Surrey Oncology Group and the Medical Research 
Council’s Cancer Unit at the University of Cambridge.

The Parsortix CTC capture and harvest system is currently available for research applications worldwide and for 
clinical applications within the EU.  
For more information and to discuss your needs, please contact Parsortix@angleplc.com or +44 (0)1483 685830.

Dr Harold Swerdlow is the Head of Research and Development for the Wellcome 
Trust Sanger Institute in Cambridgeshire and is a leading expert in next-generation 
sequencing (NGS). In his earlier career, Dr Swerdlow was an inventor of core 
technology relating to NGS at Solexa Ltd., a company he joined when it had only 
three employees. Solexa was subsequently acquired by Illumina Inc in 2007 and 
Solexa’s technology became core to Illumina’s NGS products.
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